Challenges in green economy and urbanization. *Revised and updated files
Dear Sir or Madam!
*Challenges in green economy and urbanization. Revised and updated files! Economic study on
modern technocracy and economy vs. terrorism. Are we adult enough?
Knowledge and wisdom is power. How far can we go in our society's and economic development
and change? In fact, combating against terrorism comes from statistical analysis and discreet
breakdown of the results etc. Pirates of space? If the mythology of "Oceans 11" and "Looper"
movie is true? Should someone not be paying for the damages caused..? No surprise under the sky,
modern economic development and change, in turn requires both social and economic analysis and
study for a steady, non-interruptive continuum. A patronizing contemporary leadership of people is
therefore a wise practice against disruptive abuse and terrorism. System theory says that systems, in
general also have healing properties, meaning, feedback enhances automation and tolerance indeed.
The author came up with the following breakdown of what some might already call a new age
thinking trend. We tried it before! So how to maximize social and economic effectiveness? Here are
the equations! Add your variable..!
1, Economic factor:
What sells really? Should we manufacture a great product and expect it to be sold? Or should we go
by market demand? Maybe step into leadership and provide solutions to the society's and people's
problems? Remedy for the masses. Interestingly, metaphysical thinking does help to tap into and
understand the mainstream markets! Should we work the numbers? Without numbers, who we are?
Thus, evolutionary ecosystem development is also an empirical process. Critical mass of
momentum and continuity of our democracy.
Justification drives the system. People pay and do things that justify themselves. Selfish or smart
enough our genes and thinking are, we really want to pay for and do things that basically justify us,
our existence and testimony of existence and living. Economic analysis have proved that the best
paying jobs apart from well paid jobs such as law and education are automation of systems and
democracy in general. Create your own garden and live in symbiosis! Horizontal market talking, the
software industry is one of the best investments, since you create your garden in an already well
established software industry world! So what markets are well established and worth to invest in?
Fishing for better ideas? Gold mining in the ecosystem and food-chain of markets?
› 2015 North America Fast 500™ by rank and industry
http://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/fast500winners.html
› Four Horsemen - Feature Documentary - Official Version (1h 39min, HD)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fbvquHSPJU (On-line available)
› Overdose: The Next Financial Crisis (46min, HD)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ECi6WJpbzE (On-line available)
› internet Rising: documentary film { edu-info-tainment } (53min, HD)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMh8oBdKkK4 (On-line available)
› Freely downloadable US patents from 1790-2015.
https://www.google.com/googlebooks/uspto-patents-grants.html

› Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Facts and Figures – The world in 2015.
https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Pages/facts/default.aspx
Best meal tip: "Fish & Salad".
2, Social factor:
Can we live in better harmony with each other? We should! Since social and economic ghettos of
II.-nd World War, our society and economy have improved a lot. Social science comes up with
surprising study results. In fact, it might be better to justify democracy, since people, clever enough,
can take a break from the slavery, suppression or terrorism of simply talking bad people.
In a justified democracy against Nazi voodoo ISIS/L and Skull and bone sectarianism etc. founded
underground cell networks, we can just simply do our things as present events indicate. Ideology of
the voodoo Nazis was therefore neither a practical, nor a democratic society, but a largely
homogeneous system of suppression and terror. Culture is remedy. It accommodates diversity and
therefore expands the dimensions of democracy.
› Author of several influential books – most notably Character Analysis (1933),
The Mass Psychology of Fascism (1933) and The Sexual Revolution (1936) – Reich became known
as one of the most radical practitioners of psychiatry.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilhelm_Reich>;
Best social figure tip: "Pablo Picasso"
3, Security and defense factor:
Since Josef Mengele, Adolf Hitler or Osama bin Laden, Dr. Tom Peters have proved his saying in
his Re-imagine book. Terrorism and crime will always be present, no matter how modern our
democracy will be! We have learnt that underground terrorist cell networks are founded too
surprisingly. In fact, terrorism and crime does not necessarily occur by itself alone either. Most
things happen for a reason and the more knowledge we have, the more our democracy is justified by
knowledge and wisdom. Hence, the better level of security and defense we can have! What can our
society, security and defense do about these things?
P2P broadband mobile computing
It is known that beyond NFC or Blue-tooth radio, mobile phones locations can be determined by not
just GPS but also the mobile phone repeater's triangulation. This middle-tier technology requires
further sophistication but have a longer shot in many ways. Location based mobile P2P services
could bring better social and security integration, perhaps better quality of services too. P2P video
games and file sharing, chat services. Did touch screen phones became a maze of the devil
compared to the business smart phones 5-10 years ago? Should we go more sophisticated about
smart business mobile computing?
› SOLOSHOT - film yourself (1 min, HD)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApqQW5Nx1qI (On-line available)

› Hands On 3D Robotics Solo Drone (10 mins, HD)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rtfy2zT6Gw8 (On-line available)
P2P drone technology
Can a flock of drones, similar to dog pets taken for a hike can help explore and map areas for oil
engineers, fire-fighters, construction workers or just simply for a family or team going for a
weekend trip?
› Rise of the Machines: The Military Drones are Coming Home (27 mins, HD)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=20JCGDwBt7A (On-line available)
› Fraunhofer USA - Center for Laser Applications (CLA) (2 mins, 480p)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQRV0aeGQfw (On-line available)
› Electronic pest control and the the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_pest_control
› WHO handbook on Establishing a Dialogue on Risks from Electromagnetic Fields
http://www.who.int/peh-emf/publications/risk_hand/en/
› There are 3 main doors to Hell on planet Earth. The gate of fire in Mexico (The bird of Phoenix?),
a natural gate in Derweze, Turkmenistan and a human gate in
Budapest Hungary. The Nazi terrorists also studies the fields of hell due to its prooven physical
powers too. Nuclear bunker under the city. Documentary. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nvSgYXnckjU>; (On-line available)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0GvAdl9gOU>; (On-line available)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gates_of_hell
Best security setup tip: "Wolfenstein 3D".
So not necessarily but practically, should we also look at terrorism from an ecologically
evolutionary as well as from an empirical point of view? We should! Will the Middle-East peace
process bilaterally morph into the new international space program of NASA and ESA? Do space
lagers of Nazi/ISIS Brussels sub-groups exist? Pirates of space? The DejaVu of ISIS/L? The District
9 of the Middle-East? Could the desperate demonic war against ISIS/L, Skull and bones
sectarianism, PKK (sub-cultures) etc. turn into Liu Kang's Mortal Kombat? Does Nazi Al-quaida,
ISIS and Skull and bones sectarianism have a terrorist reserve in the Sahara and outer space? With
Mr. Donald Trump and a new military space command, could the return of contemporary, old
fashioned leadership such as that president George W. Bush or past British prime minister Tony
Blair have conducted, bring the success of the 90's back? It already looks so!
› Take the survey!
http://12890459.polldaddy.com/s/survey
› "FUTURE - EARTH" (2015) Documentary (43 mins, HD)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XeEYaX82jSE (On-line available)
*Hope this research study submission have helped you work!
*The attached technical documents and photo archives are owned by their respective owner!
Regards, Mr. Zoltan Papp (Author of pocketFIT)
Senior systems engineer, diplomat
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